
Virtual Ps2 Memory Card Maker

I asked for advice in the Virtual Memory Card ma.. I tried out the Virtual Memory Card Manager but
it did not work for me.. The file is about 3MB - anything smaller and it will not boot and anything
larger than 5GB and it takes. Too much detail on my screen - but I would recommend Virtual PS2
Memory Card Maker.Q: wpf binding - how to convert string to datetime format Hi when I use code
below. then I get the result like this. 6 - 11 Aug 2014 but I want to show it like this, 06 - 11 Aug 2014
Any suggest how to fix this? A: Not exactly knowing what you want, this is the current format of '06 -
11 Aug 2014': format string: {0:ddddddd} format parameter: dd - single digit day so you need to
format yyyy like the following: StringFormat='{0:ddddddd yyyy}' Q: Using apollo-client with React
and Auth0 I am just getting into using apollo-client for my React/Apollo app and I can't find a good
method to bootstrap the authentication. I have a component that fetches the initial data and then on
the render function I fire up a graphql query to get back the users. This is how I import my
ApolloClientModule and QueryModule import ApolloClientModule from 'apollo-client'; import
QueryModule from 'apollo-client'; import { ApolloClient } from 'apollo-client'; import {
ApolloProvider } from'react-apollo'; import { HttpLink } from 'apollo-link-http'; import * as
dataActions from './data/dataActions'; import LoginContext from './context/Login'; import {
withCookies } from 'auth0-js'; const client = new ApolloClient({ link: new HttpLink({ uri: '',
credentials: 'include', headers: { accept
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